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With a simple, rhyming text and beautifully reproduced paintings, NO ONE SAW explores modern

art. Each painting highlights the way in which the artist looked at the world in his or her own way.

One look at the oversized details of her calla lilies convinces us hat no one saw flowers like Georgia

O'Keeffe. A city becomes art when looked at by Kandinsky. And Miro shows us the flight of a bird

like we've never seen it before. The message is a clear one: no two people see the world in exactly

the same way. There is beauty waiting to be seen and shared by you, so be creative and, more

important, be yourself!
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As a mom of a preschooler (and baby), I'm always looking for ways to expose my 3-year-old son to

great art without boring him, and this book is perfect! I've bought other art-related kids books, and

they were not captivating like this one is. The text has gentle rhyme, and my son really got into the

different paintings. The "Biographical Notes" section has more information on the artists if you've

forgotten your college Art History (like me!), and my son found it interesting, too. I really liked the

message at the end of the book, "...And nobody sees the world like you." I plan on making this book

my new gift for everyone -- for new babies, for my son's friends' birthday gifts, holidays, etc. It would

be great for kids of all ages, really. You will love this book!



This is one of my favorite intro to visual arts book of all time!!!! Actually, so many are featured that

are at the Chicago Art Institute nearby our Indiana home. EVERYONE, EVERYWHERE should get

this book if they have children to inspire or not!!!

I used this book as a part of my America unit with preschoolers...I taught them to draw stars: lines,

swirls, and "traditional." This book perfectly illustrates how I feel about art---we all see things in a

different way!

No One Saw, Ordinary Things Through the Eyes of an Artist is a simple yet beautiful picture book

displaying sixteen well-known paintings by sixteen renowned artists such as Vincent van Gogh,

Andy Warhol, Rene Magritte and Georgia OÃ¢Â€Â™Keeffe. Each page focuses on the

artistÃ¢Â€Â™s unique strengths that helped make their work stand out. The afterward portion has a

brief summary about every artistÃ¢Â€Â™s dates of life and what style of art they were known for.

Van Gogh illustrated stars differently han we had ever seen them before. An excellent way to

present a very broad selection of artists, and encourage young ones in their own artistic pursuits

because "nobody sees the world like you."

No One Saw is great for all age children. It answers the question "What did this artist notice?" This

book teaches that people don't all see the same way or notice the same things. It inspires one to

look carefully and notice details when observing, and incorporate them into art work.

This book is beautifully done. The pictures chosen are wonderful and the text simple and

understandable for the very young. Glad to add it to our library.

This is a simple book that can introduce classic art work to even the youngest of children. Adults

and children a like will enjoy this picture book.
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